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WE APPRECIATE YOU!

Dear Partners, Friends and All,
At Club Rafiki, our days, we are continuously inspired by the accomplishments of our
children, teenagers, youth, and families. We are honored to present to you our annual
progress report for the fiscal year ended in June 2021.
In this report, you will meet our remarkable youth learning about their resilience,
success, and programs outcomes. From its humble volunteers, grassroots beginning
in 1974 until today. The Club Rafiki has stayed true to its mission and values. 47
years later we are a complex multi-service, multisite organization with a local,
regional, and national reach.
This annual report also gives us the chance to thank all of our partners, including
individual donors, many community collaborators, the charitable foundation and
corporate community, and even government agencies. The list of Club Rafiki
supporters increases every year. I really thank you for all you have done for us!
With warm regards and appreciation!

Done at Kigali on 09th July 2021
For Club Rafiki
Alamba Stephanie,
Legal Representative.

Preparing girls in ICT open doors and give them the competitive advantages.
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CLUB RAFIKI’S PROGRAMS REFLECT ON
GLOBAL AND NATIONAL AGENDAS
This report talks about the role of youth at this center on Global, regional and National agendas
development agendas, to ensure harmonization of targets and indicators.
SDGs IN ACTION:

WE WORK TO IMPROVE THE LIVES OF YOUNG PEOPLE
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), also known as the Global Goals,
were adopted by the United Nations in 2015 as a universal call to action to end
poverty, protect the planet, and ensure that by 2030 all people enjoy peace and
prosperity. The 17 SDGs are integrated they recognize that action in one area
will affect outcomes in others, and that development must balance social,
economic and environmental sustainability. Countries together with Rwanda
committed to prioritize progress for those who're furthest behind. The SDGs are
designed to end poverty, hunger, violence, AIDS, and discrimination against
women and girls. The creativity, know-how, technology and financial resources
from all society are necessary to achieve the SDGs in every context. In this Club
Rafiki’s annual report, you will enjoy our contribution to achieve these global
goals.

AFRICA’S AGENDA 2063:

WE INVEST OUR EFFORTS TO THE YOUTH
Africa is set on a course towards a different and a better Africa. The
vision that inspires this course is captured from the African Union (AU)’s
Agenda 2063 because the deals in Agenda 2063 will not be achieved
overnight, young people – and children, in particular – have to be the
drivers of Africa’s renaissance. Securing future progress, peaceful
co-existence and welfare lies in their hands. In order to allow them to
take charge of Africa’s future, their full potential has to be unlocked by
fully protecting and realizing their rights. In all Agenda 2063’s
aspirations’ for the Africa ‘we want’ youth are considered. That is why
Club Rafiki’s programs are for the youth especially girls as it was shown
in this report.

RWANDA’S VISION 2050:

NOT ALONE, BUT ALL OF US.
In 2020, Rwanda adopted its 2050’s Vision. It articulates the
long-term strategic direction for “The Rwanda We Want” to enable
pathways to achieve this ambition. Energized by but by no means
content with the past two decades of success in reducing poverty,
increasing incomes, improving living standards, strengthening good
governance, promoting home grown solutions, establishing rule of
law, self-reliance, maintaining stability, promoting gender equality
and women empowerment, peace and security. Rwanda now
aspires to transform its economy and modernize the lives of all
Rwandans. The country will play its inherent strengths, which arise
from an endowment of labor including youth population, a fertile
agricultural landscape, natural resources and a good foundation of
ICT. Club Rafiki is proud of its contribution to achieving this vision.
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NST1:
SUPPORT AND EMPOWER YOUTH AND
WOMEN AS CORE BUSINESS
The National Strategy for Transformation (NST1) next seven years (2017-2024)
which is also the Seven Year Government Programme (7YGP) comes at a unique
moment in the country’s development trajectory which will see the crossover from
Vision 2020 towards Vision 2050. This strategy is expected to lay it’s foundation for
decades of sustained growth and transformation that will accelerate the move
towards achieving high standards of living for all Rwandans. This strategy has 3
main pillars, which are Economic Transformation, Social Transformation and
Transformational Governance. The part of Youth and women empowerment and
development are really appreciable.

YOUTH CENTERS STRATEGY:

HEALTHY, PRODUCTIVE, AND CULTURAL
The Youth Center Development Strategy 2020/21– 2024/25 depicts the
future potential of Youth Centers as relevant and effective models that
seek to offer specialized youth development services. It represents a
pathway to the comprehensive transformation of the Youth Centers
involving re-positioning and re-vitalizing them as competent service
providers that are not only enhancing the youth’s capacity to be able to
tap into employment opportunities but also contributing to the delivery
of the national development agenda enshrined in the National long term
and Medium-term development frameworks.

The active engagement of youth is central to achieving sustainable development
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I. INTRODUCTION

Accessing sexual and reproductive health-care services and reproductive rights for all persons with disabilities

I. INTRODUCTION
Club Rafiki continues to promote the development of young people in all their spheres including social, cultural,
intellectual, moral, health, educational, and economic. Today, we justify our 47 years of experience of
advocating younger generation, promoting their talents, improving their sexual and reproductive health, all the
while contributing to a better future for our nation.
In this journey, we express our appreciation to all our friends, partners, and everyone who helped us to make
our dreams become true. We raise the value of the Ministry of Youth and Culture, the City of Kigali, and
Nyarugenge District sponsored by Global Fund and Youth friends from different corners of the world including
public institutions as well as the National Youth Council. We cannot forget the Ministry of Health and
Organisation work for youth promotion like US Embassy and Indigo Foundation, Society for Family Health-SFH,
Cyber Rwanda, Y-Labs, without forgetting young people from the saving for their better future and anti-AIDS
youth groups.
All God's creatures faced a crucial fight COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore we encourage everyone especially
youth, to follow the COVID-19 prevention measures in order to win shortly this pandemic.
Club Rafiki is pleased to share with you all this report for the year ended 30th June 2021.

In Kigali during Lockdown, I got an occasion to go to market and I passed to Club
Rafiki to see if I could get some information related to Health services. After
conversing with guards, they gave me some information, and they asked me if they
could give me some condoms, actually, it was what I needed at that time. They
gave them to me. I thank them because they save my life. Youth said.

Youth receiving pieces of condoms during
the second lockdown of Kigali
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THE MAIN FOUR SECTIONS OF THIS PROGRESS REPORT
Health services:
• Information Education Communication (IEC) on HIV/AIDS, Family Planning (PF),
• Pregnancy and Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs),
• Youth mobilization on SRH, and drug use and commercialization prevention,
• Voluntary Counseling and Testing (VCT) of HIV and pregnancy,
• Conducting Interpersonal Communication (IPC) Sessions,
• KOICA E-Volunteering program for educating youth about SRHR and Hygiene.

Youth mobilization, culture
awareness and civic education:
• Youth mobilization on numerous topics,
• Creation/promotion of cultural initiatives,
• Patriotism and awareness of government
programs,

Sports, entertainment
and talent detection:
• Creation of Traditional and
modern dance and drama
troupes,
• Organizing Sports camps,
• Talent Detection and Promotion.

Entrepreneurship and
economic empowerment
services:
•Youth promotion and
entrepreneurship,
•Job desk services,
• ICT skills,
• English Corner Workshop –
ECW (English practices
platform for youth)

Club Rafiki appreciates the contribution of PEV (Peer Educators, Volunteers) including Anti-AIDS and
saving youth clubs and youth creativities as their contribution in this journey to build the better future.

ICT, innovation and Job Desk room modernized by KOICA Rwanda in February 2021.
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NYARUGENGE:
BEST YOUTH PROJECTS AWARDED CASH PRIZES

Rosine 24, a pigs farmer at Kanyinya sector receiving her award.

From 10 to 19th May 2021, Club Rafiki works with the City of Kigali precisely Nyarugenge District to organize
an annual competition for encouraging youth to create and develop profitable projects.
In this competition, youth entrepreneurs were invited by The National Youth Council in this District. This year
the theme of this competition was “Youth, let's strive for job creation and promote made in Rwanda.” this
competition received 24 commercial youth projects. The first step was visiting those projects with aim to
observe, advocate, and provide pieces of advice to them. Secondly, 2 days exhibition was organized at Club
Rafiki as an opportunity to connect them with their local market. Deeply, the youth entrepreneurs inspired
their peers and even among them. Thirdly, all entrepreneurs pitched their projects on the forward-facing of
panels composed by representatives of the different institutions working for youth promotion in this district.
Finally, on 19 May 2021, the organisers awarded 5 (3 females and 2 males) best youth projects in the big
event organized with the presence of Nyarugenge authorities including Honorable Imaniriho Clarisse as a
youth representative from Rwanda parliament.
Youth appreciated this as following:
“After finishing high school, I started thinking
about how I can create my own job. I worked
as a casual worker getting FRW 1,000 per
day. I immediately started saving for my
future in order to achieve my dreams. Firstly, I
built a small house for livestock after getting a
piece of land from my parents. I began pigs
farming from 2 piglets. Today, I get a third price
of FRW 600,000 which will support my
project for growth and I promise you that in 2
years I will be a big entrepreneur.”
Mukeshimana Rosine, a girl from Kanyinya
Sector with 24 years old.
Watch a short film of this event on:

The Authorities who represented different institutions express their thanks to youth and
provide pieces of advice related to patriotism
through liking jobs as a source of their self-reliance.
“As my peers, we need to be on top of all
Rwandan programs, our participation is always
needed because we are the hope and energies
of our country. Such opportunity is there for us,
what we need is to be ready every day and
working hard.” Honorable Clarisse, the guest
of honor in this event.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IdPD0L6TMM
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Engaging youth in ﬁghting COVID-19

CLUB RAFIKI RECEIVED PUBLIC HANDS WASHING STATION
July 2020: With the support of the Ministry of Youth and Culture through Nyarugenge District, we
received a support to construct public hands washing station at Club. The station has great
importance especially in this period when COVID-19 is devastating the world in general; hands
washings as some ways prevent the spread of this pandemic particularly in public places.
Furthermore, Club Rafiki as a youth center which is located in one of the most populated area in the
City of Kigali. It is frequented regularly by a big number of young people who come to seek different
youth-friendly services delivered by the center. The youth will get a chance to wash their hands
principally after doing sporting, leisure, and recreation activities.

Good hygiene is in your hands
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II. REALIZATIONS
Club Rafiki received various young people, in its four different services; young people stayed with us
and value what we did specifically in this difficult period for preventing COVID-19 pandemic. Some of
them are summarized as following:

1. YOUTH CENTER ATTENDANCE
Table 1: Youth attended the center

Male

57,770

Note:

Female

Total

Male%

Female%

31,498

89,268

65%

35%

The number of youth who attended the Club’s youth-friendly services reduced from
280,000 in FY 2019/20 to 89,268 in 2020/21; the main reason for this decrease is the
COVID-19 sound effects to the sports, leisure, and recreation, friendship with others, etc.
This is a serious issue, as you know youth without such kind of occupation; can be the
cause of bad things among them like drug abuse, having sex, sex abuse, drinking
alcohol, etc... As a solution youth are trying to get a solution to this problem by using
technology mainly social Media as an allowable tool in this hard period but it is not
everyone’s solution.

Kevin a Youth from Club Rafiki in Radio talk with a journalist from Voice of America
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2. ESTEEMED GUESTS
Table 2: special visitors received

Male

12

Note:

Female

Total

8

20

Male%

Female%

60%

40%

In this year, we received 20 honored guests. The number of visitors reduced
comparing to the preceding year where we received 173 visitors (2019/20). This
year, we thank some of our friends from different corners of the world who
continued to be with us by using technological communication tools.

GIANTS OF AFRICA VISIT: RAFIKI IS A HOME FOR ME

Masai Ujiri visited the club’s services and listened children’s views
and their aspirations.
From 2012, Masai Ujiri is a friend of club Rafiki, through his Giants of Africa (GoA) hardly contributed to Club Rafiki’s
development including the modernization of basketball courts. GoA is one of the organizations that invited H.E
Paul Kagame to the opening ceremony of new basketball courts at Club Rafiki was in 8/8/2017.
On 30th May 2021, Masai revisited our services as well as the community Library, ICT, and Innovation youth
chamber. Finally, he joined some group of young people who benefited from the basketball youth program
before this troubling time for visiting Rafiki basketball courts. He witnessed how these facilities were touched by
COVID-19 pandemic impacts.
Rafiki is my home. It goes back many years coming here. We must continue
to DREAM BIG even in hard times. Blessings from Giants of Africa. We think of
you always. written in Club visit book by Masai Ujiri, Co-Founder of Giants
of Africa and President of the Toronto Raptors on 30/05/2021.
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3. HIV/AIDS VOLUNTARY COUNSELING AND TESTING
Worldwide, youth aged 15–24 years are at high risk for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) acquisition and
need specifically to be reached by HIV prevention interventions. Among key strategies towards HIV prevention
in Rwanda, Voluntary HIV counseling and testing (VCT) is identified as one of the most important interventions.
Through this, Club Rafiki works with youth through its Sexual and Reproductive Health youth-friendly services.

Table 3: Voluntary Counseling and Testing (VCT services)
# HIV
Positive

# Counseled and Tested
VCT

%

Male

Female

1,621

1,557

51%

Note:

Couples
26

49%

Total

Male

3,178

13

100%

57%

Female
30
43%

Condoms
distributed

HIV Prevalence
Total

Male

Female

Male

43

1%

2%

22,673

100%

65%

35%

63%

Female

Total

13,084

35,757

37%

100%

The number of youth served in VCT services reduced from 4,192 in 2019/20 to 3,178
in 2020/21,
The third level of Abraham Maslow's hierarchy of needs is love and belonging needs.
Humans are social creatures that crave interaction with others. This level of the
hierarchy outlines the need for friendship, intimacy, family, and love. Humans have
the need to give and receive love; to feel like they belong in a group. I hope this
situation confirmed this concept. The number of HIV-positive cases reduced from 60
cases in 2019/20 to 43 in 2020/21 contrarily. The number of condoms distributed is
almost the same from 44,288 in 2019/20 to 35,757 in a recent report.

25/03/2021: THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND DRUGS PREVENTION AMONG YOUTH
Educational Sketch

The stress and isolation of the COVID-19 pandemic are presenting enormous challenges for the
youth as individuals, that is a major reason we joined our efforts with Nyarugenge District, Police,
SFH, AEE, Youth volunteers, and youth club, and others for initiating a new approach for conducting
mobilization on Drugs prevention and SRHR education with small groups of youth and respecting
measures to prevent this pandemic. During these organized sessions, the youth got the different
messages separately through dialogues with authorities, educational sketches, and songs
organized by the youth themselves.
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4. PREGNANCY COUNSELING AND TESTING
According to the Household Living Conditions Survey (2017), Rwanda’s population increases to 2.37% annually,
and the fertility rate was 4.1 children per woman. According to the data, the mother pregnancy rate stood findings
in the Demographics and Health Survey (DHS) of 2015 had indicated over 7.3% and of 2020 indicates 5.2%. The
DHS of 2015 also indicated that 1.58% of women and 1.7% of men who had ever had sex reported having a
Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI) in the 12 months before the launch of the survey.
Table 4: Pregnancy Counseling and testing
Sub
Total

Below
16 years old

16-20
years old

21-24
years old

25-30
years old

Above
30 years

Results
Percentage

Negative

296

0

7

109

106

74

70%

Positive

125

0

1

50

55

19

30%

Grand Total

421

0

8

159

161

93

100%

100%

0

2%

Percentage

47%

24%

27%

The number of girls/young women tested reduced from 456 in 2019/20 to

Note: 421 in this report, but the percentage of pregnancy increased from 28% of

positive cases to 30%. It means that young women are one of the victims
of this hard period, as mentioned in table 125 of positive cases who are
young girls between 21 to 30 years. This is a serious issue to Rwanda’s
plans to achieve development with the top participation of its young
population.

Spotlight: RBA RADIO TALK:

YOUTH NEED MORE SUPPORT FROM PARENTS

On 8th June 2021, at 14h to 15h, with support of Faith Victory Association (FVA), 3 youth composed of
students from secondary and University accompanied by Peer educators all from Club Rafiki, joined
Pascal Nyandwi a known Radio presenter at Rwanda Broadcasting Agency (RBA) in Radio talk under the
topic “The Opinions of Youth on Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights”. During this hour, the youth
had a cheerful discussion on how their peers get Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights (SRHR)
education. They’ve seen that most of the youth in Rwanda got this information from schools, youth
centers, and youth corners but as long as not all youth are in school. That is why the Government
established and empowered youth centers and youth corners to the Health centers in order to favor those
youth who are in the category of out of school.
However, youth proposed to provide SRHR education to young people even before reaching puberty
period. This should be done by informing and train parents and caregivers including friends of family
organs. It is in this regard, we suggested that parents should be friends with their children by talking to
them and provide advice on SRHR.
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5. OUTREACH COMMUNICATION
Table 5: InterPersonal Communication, Peer education and Community mobilisation
IPC & Peer Education
Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

5,434

3,049

8,483

4,284

3,140

7,424

1,120

550

1,750

64%

36%

58%

42%

69%

31%

100%

Male

%

Community outreach activities

Education Screenings

Note:

100%

100%

Female

Total

These categories were affected by this period for fighting this pandemic,
as figures show in 2019/20 touched 7,769. In this year, it reached 8,483
youth, and outreach activities reduced from 32,900 in the previous year to
1,750 this year. Actually, this category was educated young people on
SRHR and orients them where they can find more services according to
the individual's issues or wishes.

Lesson learned:

ALL OF US – YOUTH WITH DISABILITIES CALL US

Disability is not inability

We organized a special day for young people with various
disabilities including physical, hard of hearing, visual
impairment, and multiple disabilities. 10 youth including 5
boys and 5 girls participated in dialogues combined with 3
mains parts. Firstly, we shared with them about Club’s
youth-friendly services. Secondly, we conversed on Sexual
and Reproductive Health and Rights. Finally, they shared with
us about their personal lives including the issues they are
facing and their aspirations for advocacy. In the end, the
participants visited all parts of the center and they
appreciated this activity and provided some ideas with the
aim to build the center which can facilitate also people with
disabilities.

"We think how to organize such activity as youth with
disabilities. We need also information and knowledge on
SRHR. Additionally, we come to this center to get these
opportunities, to reduce emotional hurts and getting more
friends.”Christian

Desire, a peer educator at Club
Rafiki conduct sessions on SRHR
to the youth with disabilities

"We are pleased with the way you have conducted
dialogues with us. Lessons that you have given us are
also valuable. We have gained many things we did
not know before. We are happy”. Yvette
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BACK TO

SCHOOL

MY RIGHTS IS BACK

Seven months since the outburst of the COVID-19 pandemic
that interrupted countless activities including schools,
children/youth are very and enthusiastic to go back to school
again on 2nd November 2020. Some of them are beneficiaries
of different programs at Club and decided to share with Club
their joyful of resuming class:
“I truly enjoying going back to school because since it
was closed in March 2020 because of COVID-19, I
realized that my rights to education were denied by
uncontrollable fate and all others enjoyable activities
went by with the negative effect of the pandemic, but
now that school started I’m very happy and expect
dance session also will be allowed very soon like
before hopefully,” Said Shakira 13 years old girl UDS
beneficiary

OUTSIDE PROGRAM: HEALTH AND DANCING SESSIONS
Urban Dance School program is continuing to improve
and protect the lives of teens through the social
welfare, health care (Sexual and Reproductive Health
and Rights education) and wellbeing. Smoothly, in this
hard period is continuing to be near of youth and
advocating for them especially in the rural areas
named Mageragere and Kanyinya.
Health education and dancing sessions continue to
gather its members by using social media and small
group of participants with respecting the measures of
preventing COVID-19 in this period the main trainer of
UDS called Jihad and his assistants are continued to
prepare and use dance tutorials, where they share
with trainees on social media like WhatSapp,
Instagram, YouTube etc...
After dancing practices, Mariam is
conducting sessions on Sexual
and reproductive health for her
peer friends
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6. YOUTH EMPOWERMENT AND EMPLOYMENT
Club Rafiki’s youth empowerment services remained to assist youth in job seeking process. It is provided
different services including career guidance, secretariat services, online application, tips to interview, and CV and
job application letter writing.
Table 6: Job desk services

Male

82

%

64%

Note:

Female

51

Total

133
36%

100%

Saving groups
creation and follow up

Job desk
beneficiaries

Trainings on entrepreneurship
and job creation
Male

Female

2,140

1,099

3,239

265

104

369

34%

100%

72%

28%

100%

66%

Total

Male

Female

Total

Amount
saved /FRW

26,820

Generally, job desk services are also impacted by this troubling time for fighting
COVID-19. In the pieces of training to related job creation, individual orientation...
But in this year the figures of beneficiaries decrease from 428 in 2019/20 to 133
this year. But in the job desk services, the reached numbers are almost the same
because in 2019/20 we received 3,239, and this year it received 369 young people.

Lesson learned: YOUTH IN THE JOURNEY OF ENDING JOBLESS

From August 2020, youth who learned Finance and accounting in undergraduate decided to work together
and support one another to increase their knowledge in this field with aim to be able to competent on labour
market. Those youth after analysing that the knowledge from Universities are not enough to competent with
experienced people who worked in this sphere many years. They decided themselves to create a group of
37 people (15Males and 12Females) with aim to share practical experiences among them and invite skilled
people for gained the reality from the field.
Therefore after the constant of this good initiative, Club provided a space to them and some materials and
technical supports for them. Currently, this initiative celebrate its productivity of 6 members (3M and 3F) got
jobs in the different public and private institutions. And many of them are participated in the different exams
organised by different employers.
“I used to go to do writing exams and reach some interview step but I was not able to get a job due to
lack of some knowledge of technical world. but the day I joined this group of study I realized that this is
what I needed to reach my goals because now I am confident to say that the next exams I will do I will
be the one who will get the job because I testified my fellow who had the same issue and they already
have a job. Thank Club Rafiki for this and for what you continue to do for the youth.” Said Emmanuel
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7. ICT SKILLS
In this hard period of COVID-19, ICT and innovation services at Club Rafiki connect young people with
financial issues for accessing internet connection, additionally, it supports them to get worldwide news,
E-learning, job information, e-services, technical assistance, etc.
Table 7: ICT and Computer skills
Male

Female

2,307

1,239

Total

3,546

Male%

Female%

65%

35%

DIGITAL LITERACY – FOR CHANGING OUR LIVES EASIER
The pandemic has extremely changed
schooling. Schools and training centers
around the world were forced to switch to
digital learning. Everyone knows how
Digital literacy helps each one especially
students safely navigate digital
environments. And that is why Club
Rafiki with its partners prioritize youth
education on how to use a computer
and digital tools. Children and youth
from urban and rural are need equally to
access on these tools, technological
tools are reading the future of our world.
sending an email, Direct Message (DM)
or text, using Microsoft Office/Google G
Suite, tweeting, posting to Facebook,
uploading a video to YouTube, adding to
a Snapshot story and posting a photo to
Instagram and Conducting a Google
search including e-services, e-learning
etc. are everyone top priorities except
youths as the hope of bright future.

Digital Literacy, the
ability to use
technology to
navigate, evaluate,
and create
information.

“This new opportunity is incredible to me because it
helped me increased my knowledge and skills on how to
use ICT tools through online job searching and even
chatting properly with friend on social media. Besides this,
with internet connectivity, I will be able to ask my facilitator
some questions and even help where get any problem
and I will receive help/ answer quickly. Said Carine, a girl
with 16 years old from Mageragere Sector.
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Spotlight:

E-VOLUNTEERING SUPPORTS YOUTH TO TAKE RIGHT DECISION

Brush at NIGHT keep your TEETH Brush in the MORNING to keep
your FRIENDS
From November 2020, Club Rafiki with the support of the Korea International Cooperation Agency-KOICA to start
the E-Volunteering program as one of the innovative solutions during this hard period for fighting COVID-19. This
program is headed by Kim Sea a Korean youth e-volunteer. It focused on teenagers Sexual and Reproductive
Health and Hygiene education.
During the second Kigali lockdown held in the first month of 2020; Youth started with this program used this
program to help their fellows through social media, phone calls, and SMS by posting and sharing messages on
SRHR.

Children from the Urban Dance group joined Peace Jolis in his
child-friendly song called "Izunguze", it was an occasion for promoting
children's talents and gaining some amount for helping them in their
lives. watch it on : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dD7IzdDRj1E

Peace Jolis
Musician
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8. EDUCATION, CULTURE AND LIBRARY SERVICES
Our community library is a curated collection of sources of information and similar resources in a quiet
environment conducive to study. It provides physical and digital access to material in physical location or a
virtual space.
Table 8: Library services, Culture promotion and English Corner Workshop

Library services
Male

1,739

Female

892

Note:

Total

2,631

English Corner Workshop

Male%

Female%

Male

66%

34%

713

Female

369

Total

1,082

Male%

Female%

66%

34%

The number of youth who participated in these services has fallen. The
number of youth who participated in this service dropped from 7,839 in
2019/20 to 2,631 this year and for English Corner, Workshop reduced from
2,488 last year to 1,082 this year.

Reading corner: READING BRINGS US UNKNOWN FRIENDS

The culture of reading starts at the basic age where a child starts to understand short stories until he/she will
grow up and start reading for her/ himself. Therefore club Rafiki in partnership with the indigo foundation after
realizing the gap in reading in the country, decided together to start English Corner workshop for youth and
Storytelling kids program where young children come at center for English practices separately young kids
occupied for storytelling activities after attending both programs they access our community library in order to
sharpen their minds by reading books or accessing e-library or e-learning by using digital tools as provided in
this facility. Additionally, they can borrow books to read at home.

“Even in this COVID-19 outbreak, I attend exchange with my peers at club through English
corner sessions, intensely, I access library for reading and it is very helpful to my studies.” Said
Benita 17.
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9. VOCATIONAL TRAININGS FOR THE FUTURE
OF YOUTH
Club Rafiki remains to work with youth for getting the bright future everyone wants, subsequently, we
received more requests from them related vocational pieces of training, we started the process of
approaching our partners, friends and encouraging youth themselves to take a part in parts, after getting a
donation of music materials from Australian youth we started Guitar and music class from July 2019, early
November 2020, we opened handcraft/sewing program with the support of the indigo foundation and
some friends of Rafiki appreciated this journey with providing some assistance, in May 2021, we received a
young girl with the ambition to support 15 young mothers with training them for 3 months in knitting and
after this appreciable sessions, she planned to continue to support them economically.
Table 9: Vocational trainings for the future of youth
Handcraft/Sewing program
Male

232
%

37%

Note:

Knitting

Guitar and Music Class

Female

Total

Male

Female

388

620

363

70

63%

100%

84%

16%

Total

433
100%

Male

Female

0

355

0%

Total

100%

355
100%

-Through Handcrafts for all, many youths attended the center 7 days a
week learned how they can make themselves bracelets for both girls and
boys, jewelry and earring for girls.
- Music class is one of where everyone wants to stay because Music is life
itself,
- Knitting is going well with the appreciation of young mothers, as the main
beneficiaries of this program.

Spotlight:

IF YOU BELIEVE IT IS POSSIBLE,
YOU CAN LEARN ANY SKILLS
Wimuriza M. Grace is 21 years old. She has completed her
secondary school in Agahozo shalom youth village. She did
Mathematics Economics and Geography (MEG). While she is
waiting to go to university; from her childhood, handcraft was
her passion. She used to ask herself how she can gain skills of
handcrafting but she couldn’t get any answer. One day she met
her friend called Gilbert actually he is a volunteer trainer of
Fashion at Club Rafiki, who told her all about Club Rafiki
including handcrafts program. Consequently, she has joined
this program of handcrafts immediately and she learnt to make
different jewelries: necklaces, bracelets and earrings.

“Getting involved in handcraft program gave me an occupation which protects me from being
exposed to drug sexual abuse, and other bad behaviors. Besides this I take an opportunity to
relax because I take it as my hobby. In the future, I will use this gained skills to make money.”
Grace said
She advised her peers especially girls to be sharp, active and confident in order to develop their talents and
passions. For her, being confident is the first step to be successful in your dream. Grace express her thanks
to Club Rafiki and its supporters for providing this space for showing youth talents and for giving her and
peers fruitful skills on this vocational.
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Spotlight: EVERYONE NEEDS MOTIVATION:
THE KNITTING PROJECT TRANSFORMS
YOUNG MOTHERS’ LIVES

Young Mothers are very busy for knitting different products

The Knitting Sister Project is an initiative, whose aim is to empower, equip and transform the lives of stigmatized
young mothers in Rwanda. Through the creation of training centers, young mothers were taught traditional hand
knitting skills. How to operate knitting machines they were also provided business development skills and mental
health support. The main objective of the project was to provide mentorship and economic empowerment to these
young mothers in order to restore their self-esteem and confidence. Starting at the beginning of May 2021, in collaboration with Club Rafiki, 15 young mothers were selected in order to participate in a 3-month vocational training. Gathering at Club Rafiki three days a week, they learnt about the craft of knitting and different techniques of crocheting.
This vocational training also encompasses trainings in reproductive health, women's rights and empowerment, financial literacy and other business development skills aimed at guiding these young mothers through young adulthood
with an improvement in confidence and capabilities.
So far, all 15 young mothers have mastered the basic techniques of crocheting and they are able to make things
such as scarves, gloves, hats, and baby shawls. Upon completion of their training, the young mothers will receive
certificates and guidance on how to form a cooperative to work in. It will help them to be meeting regularly to
produce more products for sale by supporting one another, and transfer acquired knowledge and skills to other
young mothers in their communities.
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TESTIMONY
Erina, Age: 21

Young Mothers during a Training Session

“I became a mother at a young age, at that moment, I thought to myself that
my life was over. When I dropped out the school, I had no additional
knowledge and skill which could help me to get any source of income. Luckily,
my mother supported me, she was not chassed from home. My beloved
mother continued to feed me with my child. I heard information about this
project from my friend who told me that it was going to teach young mothers
how to knit (kuboha) Even if I dropped out the school, I had been looking for
vocational training opportunities. At this time I applied, after few days, I heard
the good news that so I was selected. I was in despair thinking that no one
cared for me except my mother. When I started coming to this training; I felt
happy by sharing my bad life experience with other young mothers with whom
we share the same problems. I made tremendous progress when I ﬁrst started
learning to crochet. I made few items including scarves, gloves, and hats. I
planned to continue making more knitting products for sale in order to get
money for supporting my mother and my child. I am really grateful for this
project.”
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MUSIC CLASS – MUSIC STAYS WITH US FOREVER
Youth attended the class regularly, but as the program continued interest was detected among students
and positive impact and improvement were materialized to the point they were able to perform in front of
audience after only three months.
Moreover, we realized that girls are willing to be fully involved but most of them tended to learn Piano or
any other musical instruments like drums etc. Some complained that guitar practice affect their nails which
is part of their beauty. That is the reason why many girls are not attracted by guitar practice.
Unfortunately, when COVID-19 became a threat to society, this program is continuing to help young people
to enjoy their youthful. This program is combined with some important education like Sexual and Hygiene
education with aim to continue our contribution in the ending of the impacts of this pandemic.

“As a young girl, I joined this music band for showing everyone that a girl
also can do what his brother does and together we can do better. Many
people neither think that Girls and Women should stay at home for doing
domestic works and caring kids with neither salary nor appreciate, it is only
responsibility. With this big opportunities, we get chance learn how we can
contribute in the development of our home to nation. That is why I tried my
best as a girl to join this program as my brothers do. I want to make a
difference” said Asia, a musician girl with 17 years old.

EVEN GIRLS WANT TO PLAY GUITAR
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10. SPORT, LEISURE, TALENT DETECTION
AND PROMOTION
Before the pandemic (‘Pre-COVID-19’), youth community-level sport participation was a key priority at
Club Rafiki, Today, COVID-19 continues to be the biggest challenge to contemporary community sport
globally. Compliance with social distancing policies, strict return-to-play protocols, and COVID-19 specific
training, has changed the way it was done before. Within this context, many children and families
sometimes make sports at home.
Table10: Sports, leisure and recreation ,Urban Dance School

Sports, leisure and recreation
Male

14,799

Female

5,181

Note:

Total

19,980

Urban Dance School

Male%

Female%

Male

74%

26%

873

Female

241

Total

1114

Male%

78%

This category is showing us that, it was favored by youth. The level that we
reached this year can be a great witness of this idea. In the previous
report, we received 255,000 youth in the different sport discipline but this
year 2020/21 we reached at 19,980 youth in all sporting activities.

Badminton team in Practices with
following the guidelines for preventing
COVID-19 from the Ministry of Sports

Female%

22%
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KIGALI CAR FREE DAY FIGHTS
AGAINST NON-COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

Urban Dance members use such opportunities for showing their talents
Twice a month, on the first and third Sunday, Kigali bans cars and motorbikes in many parts of the city
to allow citizens to cycle, walk, and jog freely on the roads. The city mainly closes roads heading
towards designated assembly points for people involved in the activity while keeping open the rest of
the roads to allow motorists to undertake their usual activities. The car-free day activity takes most of
the morning hours from 7 to 11 am. UDS program got a special invitation for participating in this program
with the purpose to encourage their peers to join this program.
“Although the pandemic still exists, people need to work out which many Rwandans believe plays
a big part of a healthy life because it contributes a lot in the prevention of some diseases caused
by not exercising.” the Minister of sports said on 20/09/2020

THANK YOU, FOR CONTINUING TO BE WITH US
Early April 2021, the Music class of Club Rafiki
received a donation of Piano from his peer friend,
Noah Wheen (17) tennis player from Australia, this
donation is coming after getting another Music
equipment from the Australian youth group received
in 2019. These continuing supports from their peers
are continuing to inspire and encourage them.
“I’m able to express my feelings by playing piano” said a girl

“Thank you to our peer friend Noah for this present donation, we are continuing to enjoy
your love to us from the previous years, we remember your different donations, today we
are able to play piano after getting this special donation, one day we will share with you
our happiness face to face.” Nadia said
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Success story:

E-Volunteering: MAKING A BETTER WORLD TOGETHER

In conjunction with the E-Volunteering (EV) program facilitated by Kim Sea E-Volunteering Facilitator,
KOICA Rwanda financed and coordinated the exemplary project of renovating the ICT room at Club
Rafiki. This project ranged from the expansion of the existing ICT room to the provision of equipment
and high-speed internet connection. This center brought the youths around to the Nyamirambo area to
carry out a series of education through EV program on sexual and reproductive health and hygiene.
The renovated ICT room was already started to host 3 training sessions each week as and
accommodating youth daily basis by the use of its ICT and innovation services.
“Sometimes as girls, we can be a victim of limited knowledge on Sexual and Reproductive
Health. Many girls get pregnant due to the lack of knowledge on them. Personally, I thank
KOICA for supporting this kind of educational session.” Said Nadia, a girl 20 years old

“It is known that it is not easy to ask any question about Sexual and Reproductive Health to
our parents, relatives and even teachers, that is why I appreciate this opportunity for my
peers to discuss these helpful topics especially Hygiene,” Zawadi, a girl 17 years old
“This ICT room will facilitate our children to access online services, KOICA, please shake my
hand for financial support to build this modern building.” a parent lives near the Club
Rafiki.

“Actually, I like to use technology; today I start the journey to achieve my dream. My
brothers and Sisters, let’s take this facilitation as an opportunity for building our future
globally,” said Susan 24, a youth who graduated in ICT.

“Our youth highly appreciated the KOICA’s E-V activities and support because it directly
played an important part in building their capacities through Technology” N. Omar Tony,
the coordinator of Club Rafiki.
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SPECIAL PHOTOS OF YOUTH ACTIVITIES

Youth from Club Rafiki participated in the activities for The 27th
Commemoration of the 1994 Genocide against Tutsi in Rwanda. In the
two first pictures, youth are in community work for building a house of
one of the Genocide survivors in the Rwezamenyo sector. at the last
one, youth from Kanyinya are cleaning the local Genocide memorial
space at Kanyinya School.

Young kids benefited from
handcrafts activities

English corner workshop
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III. STRENGTHS
Countless organizations including public institutions and local and international
Non-Governmental Organisations, embassies, and youth organizations or
initiatives without forgetting our friends from different corners of the world join us
for achieving our plans for promoting and assisting younger generations. We
recognize everyone’s contribution toward Club Rafiki materialized a great impact
on youth who frequent the center and thus make a big difference among youth
and the community surrounding the center as well. All kinds of supports received
from partners and friends has facilitated us to overcome many obstacles and
become more involved in accomplishments that are promoting and developing
the youth in meaningful ways.

IV. LIMITS
A part of Covid-19 affects the youth daily lives, mostly incomplete practices and
participation in sports, leisure, and recreation activities including some issues
related to their health like unplanned pregnancies, sexual transmitted diseases,
HIV, etc. and social-economic matters i.e. unemployment, occupation,
education/pieces of training... Club Rafiki continues to face some confines in order
to achieve its mission of transform and develop the youth some of them are: limited space to accommodate youth’s activities as they wish, -insufficient
resources to emphasize club’s programs -some sports infrastructures must be
rehabilitated after longtime no used because of this period for preventing the
pandemic.

V. NEXT PLAN
In this year together with hard times for preventing spread of COVID-19, we
learned a lot including the power of networking with everyone as individuals or
organisations, by this experience we will continue to work with one and all for
extending our capacities for developing young people as our daily dream.
Collaboration with others, improving the socio-economic development of young
people, Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights education, Girls protection and
promotion, youth talents advancement will be in top priority of the Club Rafiki’s
future plan.

VI. CONCLUSION
The Club Rafiki Board of Directors and the management would like to thank all the
employees, youth volunteers in all center programs, for their fine efforts during a
busy period, where the group delivers strong results in terms of safety, quality and
financial. We would also like to thank our parents and caregivers for their good
support and cooperation in 2020/21 and look forward to the same good
cooperation in 2021/22.
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Appendix 1:

INCOME AND EXPENDITURES STATEMENT
JULY 2020 TO JUNE 2021

SN
1
2
3
4
5

OPERATING FUNDS:
Opening balance FY 2019/20
Grants and donation received
Ministry of Youth and Culture
City of Kigali - Nyarugenge District
Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA)
Funds from Indigo Foundation plus exchange interest
Membership, friends of Raﬁki, services, and rental infrastructure plus
exchange rate interest

6

S/Total
Government support for COVID-19 prevention
Funds for building public handwashing station
S/Total
Total Operating Income

7
8

Value of assets and donations received
Sound System from Rwanda Biomedical Center (RBC)
Sound equipment given by Society for Family Health-SFH
S/Total

USD

FRW

5,644.61

5,309,666

%
5%

22,416.68
1,533.23
37,783.06
23,975.61

21,930,864
1,500,000
36,964,231
23,456,014

21%
1%
36%
23%

11,547.17

11,296,916

11%

102,900.36

100,457,691

97%

3,066.46
3,066.46
105,966.82

3,000,000
3,000,000
103,457,691

3%
3%

12,265.82
4,599.68
16,865.51

12,000,000
4,500,000
16,500,000

12%
5%
17%

EXPENDITURE

SN
1
2

OPERATING EXPENSES:

USD

FRW

%

Human resources
Rehabilitation and Maintenance

30,603.30
40,534.49

29,940,064
39,656,031

29%
38%

4

Youth empowerment, employment and promotion

14,284.47

13,974,900

14%

5

VCT services and SRHR education

6,731.28

6,585,400

6%

Utilities and oﬃce materials
Other expenses
Bank fees
Balance

4,109.65
873.43
97.13
8,733.07

4,020,585
854,500
95,026
8,331,185

4%
1%
0%
8%

105,966.82
103,457,691
G/Burn rate

92%

6
7
9
10

Total expenditure

Chart of expenditure
Bank fees 0%
Other expenses
Utilities and
ofﬁce materials
VCT services and
SRHR education

Youth
empowement
and
promotiiom

1%

8%

Balance

4%
29%

6%

Human resources

14%

38%

Rehabilitation and
Maintenance
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Appendix 2:

ANNUAL REPORT JULY 2020- JUNE 2021
OUR YEAR IN FIGURES
01

Youth attended
the center

02

Pregnancy
Testing

211
442
Negative= 70%
Positive: 30%
05

Movies
screened
ation
lth Educ
Hea
Films screened

7,424
Male: 58% , Female: 42%
08
Employment
Services / Job desk
services

3,239
Male: 66%, Female: 34%

11
ICT and Computer
skills

99646
3,5
Male: 65%, Female: 35 %
14
Library services

2,631
Male: 66% , Female: 34%

89,268
Male:65%, Female:35%

03
SRHR Peer
education session

SRHR education

8,483
Male: 64, Female: 36%

06
Condom distributed

35,757
Male: 63, Female: 37%
09

Handcrafts

620

Male: 37%, Female: 63%

12
Guitar and
MusicClass

433

Male: 84%, Female: 16%

15

04

HIV testing

3,178
Male:51% Female:49%

Positive cases: 43, M:30% F:70%

07

outreach activities

1,750
Male: 69% Female: 31%

10

Saving education

369

Amount saved : 26,820

Male: 72%, Female: 28%
13
Sports, leisure and
recreation

19,980
Male:74% , Female: 26%
16
Knitting for young
mothers

355
1,0
82
1,0
822
1,08
English Corner
Workshop

Male: 0%, Female: 100%

Male: 66%, Female: 34%

N ote:

In this year, generally we reached 89,268 youth, 68% of youth participated directly in the
youth center services, while 32% of them benefited indirectly with the support of the club
Rafiki through peer-to-peer education, community youth initiatives, well-ordered field
works, center's Social media activities...

Special thanks to:
Republic of Rwanda
Ministry of youth and Culture
City of Kigali
Nyarugenge District

+250788853615
yegoclubrafiki@gmail.com
Po Box 952 Kigali
Kigali, Rwanda KN2 Av 266
www.clubrafiki.com
www.clubrafiki.com

Youth friendly center

